Abstract. We study Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces on complex ellipsoids in C n . Different from one variable case, classical Hardy spaces are strictly contained in Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces on complex ellipsoids so boundary values are not automatically obtained in this case. We have showed that functions belonging to Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces have boundary values and they can be approached through admissible approach regions in the complex ellipsoid case. Moreover, we have obtained that polynomials are dense in these spaces. We also considered the composition operators acting on Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces on complex ellipsoids and gave conditions for their boundedness and compactness.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study the behavior of Hardy spaces introduced by Poletsky-Stessin in [7] in the case of complex ellipsoids, B p . Unlike the one variable case, for n > 1 Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces on complex ellipsoids strictly contain the classical Hardy spaces H p (B p ). Hence, in this case we do not inherit the existence of boundary values from the classical theory. In this paper, we show the existence of boundary values through admissible approach regions. Moreover, we obtain a polynomial approximation as in the classical Hardy spaces and we also consider the boundedness and compactness properties of composition operators acting on Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces of complex ellipsoid. The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 1, we recall the classical Hardy spaces given in [10] and review the construction of the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces H p φ (Ω), for a hyperconvex domain Ω and a continuous, negative, plurisubharmonic exhaustion function φ. The main results of this study are given in the following sections, in Section 2 we first examine the existence of radial limit values for Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces H p u (B p ). In addition, we will give a discussion of comparison between classical Hardy spaces and Poletsky-Stessin Hardy classes. Then, we consider a generalization of a method given by Stein and using this rather general method in the case of complex ellipsoid with Cauchy-Fantappie kernel, we show the existence of boundary values through admissible approach regions. Moreover, we will give a brief discussion about the relation between the admissible approach regions and Kobayashi approach regions given by the invariant Kobayashi-Royden metric. In this section we also show that polynomials are dense in the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces H p u (B p ). Finally, in Section 3 we consider the composition operators, with holomorphic symbols, acting on H p u (B p ) and give the necessary and sufficient conditions for the boundedness and compactness of these operators.
Poletsky-Stessin Hardy Spaces on Complex Ellipsoids
In this section we will give the preliminary definitions and some important results that we will use throughout this paper. Before proceeding with Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces let us first recall the classical Hardy spaces given by [10] . Let Ω be a smoothly bounded, hyperconvex domain in C n and λ be a characterizing function for Ω which is defined in a neighborhood of Ω i.e. λ is smooth , λ(x) < 0 if and only if x ∈ Ω, ∂Ω = {λ(x) = 0} and |∇λ(x)| > 0 if x ∈ ∂Ω. (The last condition is equivalent to ∂λ ∂νx > 0 where ν x is the outward normal at x.). Let Ω r = {z : λ(z) < r : r < 0} and ∂Ω r = {z : λ(z) = r}. In [10] , E.M. Stein defines the classical Hardy spaces H p (Ω) as:
where dσ r is the surface area measure induced by the characterizing function λ on ∂Ω r . This space is equipped with the norm
The space H p (Ω) does not depend on the characterizing function λ used to define Ω and one gets equivalent norms for different characterizing functions. In [7] , Poletsky & Stessin introduced new Hardy type classes of holomorphic functions on hyperconvex domains in C n . Before defining these new classes let us first give some preliminary definitions. Let ϕ : Ω → [−∞, 0) be a negative, continuous, plurisubharmonic exhaustion function for Ω. Following [2] we define the pseudoball: B(r) = {z ∈ Ω : ϕ(z) < r} , r ∈ [−∞, 0), and pseudosphere:
and set ϕ r (z) = max{ϕ(z), r} , r ∈ (−∞, 0).
In [2] , Demailly introduced the Monge-Ampère measures in the sense of currents as :
It is clear from the definition that these measures are supported on S(r). Demailly in [3] , proved the so-called Lelong-Jensen Formula which we use throughout the sequel. Lelong-Jensen Formula is stated as follows: Theorem 1.1. Let r < 0 and φ be a plurisubharmonic function on Ω then for any negative, continuous, plurisubharmonic exhaustion function u
(1) 
, Corollary 3.5). These are both (2n − 1)-dim differential forms on the (2n − 1)-dim manifold so we have dµ ρ,r = c(z)dσ(z). In a neighborhood of Ω, ρ is smooth and Ω ⊂⊂ C n so c(z) is a bounded function. Hence,
One of the main concerns of this study is to understand the boundary behavior of Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces. For this we also need boundary measures which were introduced by Demailly in [3] . Now let ϕ : Ω → [−∞, 0) be a continuous, plurisubharmonic exhaustion for Ω and suppose that the total Monge-Ampère mass is finite that is, we assume that
Then as r approaches to 0, µ ϕ,r converges to a positive measure µ ϕ weak*-ly on Ω with total mass Ω (dd c ϕ) n and supported on ∂Ω. This measure µ ϕ is called the Monge-Ampère measure on the boundary associated with the exhaustion ϕ. Now we can introduce the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy classes, which will be our main focus throughout this study. In [7] , Poletsky & Stessin gave the definition of new Hardy spaces using Monge-Ampére measures as :
The norm on these spaces is given by:
and with respect to these norm the spaces H p ϕ (Ω) are Banach spaces [7] . From now on we will focus on Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces on the complex ellipsoids in C n which are considered as model cases for domains of finite type. It should be noted that although complex ellipsoids are convex domains they are not strictly pseudoconvex since they have Levi flat points at the boundary. The complex ellipsoid B p ∈ C n is given as 
Proof. Let B p be the complex ellipsoid determined by the exhaustion function
Suppose that E is the ellipse which is the intersection of the complex line joining 0 to ξ and the ellipsoid B
p . An exhaustion function for E is g E (t) = log(
The Monge-Ampère measure associated with the exhaustion function u is dµ u,r = d c u ∧ dd c u| Su(r) and let A 0 be the n − 1-dimensional manifold of complex lines passing through the point 0 ∈ B
where we have the pull-back measure π * ω = dd c u and π :B p → A 0 is the function given by π(z) = [0, z] = l z with l z being the line joining 0 and z. We can use the above generalization of Fubini theorem since π is a submersion and
and since it is a smoothly bounded domain d c g E (t) on S g (r) = dµ g,r so
and by Fatou's lemma A0 lim inf r→0 Sg(r) |f | p dµ g,r ω < ∞ for f ∈ H p u (B p ). This implies that for ω-a.e. line lim r→0 Sg (r) |f | p dµ g,r < ∞ so f ∈ H p g (E) and it has radial boundary values dσ(≃ dµ g ) almost everywhere [10] . Since f * is the pointwise limit of measurable functions it is measurable and consider the set A = {ξ ∈ ∂B p , f * (ξ) does not exist}, then
Since f ∈ H 1 g (E), it has radial limit values dµ g -a.e. so the integral inside is 0 and we have ∂B p χ A dµ u = 0. Therefore f * (ξ) exists µ u -a.e. Moreover for an analytic
we know that the boundary function f * ∈ L p (∂E) so we have Proof. We will explicitly construct the exhaustion function u by taking n = 2 and p = (1, 2). First of all the relation between dσ and dµ u on ∂B 2 is given by . We have
Now we will consider the behavior of the inside integral near the point {1} i.e. as θ → 0 (this is the only problematic point as |ξ 2 | → 0).
since we are away from the singularity first and third integrals are finite and if we take In the previous results we have shown that for the functions in the PoletskyStessin Hardy class H p u (B p ) we have the radial limit values and throughout the following arguments we will study the behavior of these boundary values in detail. In the classical Hardy space theory on strictly pseudoconvex domains, Stein showed the existence of boundary values along admissible approach regions that are more general than the radial approach. Throughout the rest of the section we will show that for the functions in the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy class H p u (B p ) boundary values along admissible approach regions exist. Although we use the general idea in Stein's classical method, our approach differs in two aspects, respectively the use of CauchyFantappie kernel instead of Poisson kernel and the use of radial limits. In the study of the boundary behavior of holomorphic functions, having the boundary of the domain as a space of homogenous type seems to be a leitmotif because one of the most commonly used methods in order to understand boundary behavior is to use maximal functions ( [10] , Theorem 3) and the natural setting for this type of analysis is homogenous spaces. Therefore we will start with recalling the properties of homogenous spaces and then as an application of this classical method we will show that polynomials are dense in the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces H p u (B p ) on complex ellipsoids. Before proceeding our arguments in C n with maximal functions, let us first mention the spaces of homogenous type in C n :
Definition 2. Suppose that we are given a space X which is equipped with a quasi-metric ρ ( [6] , pg:145) and a regular Borel measure µ on X. Denote the balls in this quasi-metric by B(x, r) = {y ∈ X : ρ(x, y) < r}. We say that (X, ρ, µ) is a space of homogenous type if the following conditions are satisfied:
• For each x ∈ X and r > 0 , 0 < µ(B(x, r)) < ∞ • (Doubling Condition) There is a constant C 2 > 0 such that for any x ∈ X and r > 0 we have µ(B(x, 2r)) ≤ C 2 µ(B(x, r)).
Let Ω ⊂⊂ C n be a smoothly bounded domain such that we have a quasi-metric ρ on Ω and a regular Borel measure µ on ∂Ω.
and define the associated maximal function as
From the corresponding results in literature (see eg. [10] , Theorem 2; [13] , chapter 14) the fundamental theorem of the theory of singular operators which is adopted to our setting can be stated as:
Now we further suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
• ρ is a quasi-metric on Ω • (∂Ω, ρ, µ) is a space of homogenous type
• For all z ∈ Ω, ξ ∈ ∂Ω with η = ρ(z, ξ) > 0 we have (B(ξ, η) ) for some C independent of ξ and η and dependence of C to the point z is given as in ([5], (3.3) ). Such a kernel is called a standard kernel. Following the method given in ([10],Theorem 3) ,which was applied for the Poisson integrals of L p functions, we can now estimate the integral operator given above in this general setting :
where K(z, ξ) satisfies the conditions given above. Let Q α (y) = {z ∈ Ω, ρ(y, z) < αδ y (z)} for y ∈ ∂Ω, z ∈ Ω with δ y (z) = min{ρ(z, ∂Ω), ρ(z, T y )} (T y is the tangent plane at y), α > 0, be the admissible approach region. Then • When ρ(y, z) = ε and z ∈ Q α (y) the following inequality holds
by the condition on the kernel and the construction of approach region. Similarly since ρ is a pseudometric we have ρ(z, ξ) ≥C(ρ(ξ, y) − ρ(y, z))
. Hence for all k,
Upon summing in k we get the first assertion and the second inequality is an immediate consequence of the first.
In [5] , Hansson considered the boundedness of Cauchy-Fantappie integral operator ,H, from
. In his work he applied an operator theory result known as T 1-Theorem and in order to use that result he showed the homogeneity of the boundary of the complex ellipsoid with respect to the quasimetric d and the boundary measure ∂ρ ∧ (∂∂ρ) n−1 where the function ρ is defined as ρ(z) = n j=1 |z j | 2pj − 1. In fact an easy calculation shows that this measure is the boundary Monge-Ampère measure associated with the exhaustion function u(z) = log(|z 1 v(ξ, z) ) n is a standard kernel. In the following argument we will use his homogeneity result to apply the previous rather general procedure on the complex ellipsoid case with the so called Cauchy-Fantappie kernel: The Cauchy-Fantappie integral (from now on we will refer as CF-integral) of an L p (dµ u ) function f * is defined as
Before proceeding to further results let us briefly discuss the Cauchy-Fantappie kernel. In the theory of holomorphic functions in one variable a fundamental tool is Cauchy integral formula and in the case of several variables one wants a suitable generalization to Cauchy integral. One of the possible choices for the generalization is the so called Szegö kernel however except for a few domains Szegö kernel has no explicit formulation. One other choice is the well known Bochner-Martinelli kernel but the major shortcoming of this kernel is that it is not holomorphic in z variable (For details see [8] ). Contrary to Bochner-Martinelli kernel, Cauchy-Fantappie kernel is holomorphic in z hence it is a natural generalization of Cauchy kernel to multivariable case and it has reproducing property for the functions in the algebra A(B p ) ( [8] , Theorem 3.4). Hardy spaces which are examined in [5] are exactly the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces H p u (B p ) that are generated by the exhaustion function u. At the beginning of this section it is shown that for the functions in H p u (B p ) the boundary value function f * ∈ L p (dµ u ) exists so the CF-integral of f * is well-defined. Now we will show that CF-integral has reproducing property for the functions in H The next result is a consequence of the general method given in Theorem 2.3 for complex ellipsoid case and it gives the relation between the CF-integral and the maximal function of an L p (dµ u ) function f * :
Corollary 2.1. Suppose Hf (z) is the CF-integral of an L p (dµ u ) function f * . Let Q α (y) = {z ∈ B p , |v(y, z)| < αδ y (z)} for y ∈ ∂B p , z ∈ B p with δ y (z) = min{d(z, ∂X), d(z, T y )} (T y is the tangent plane at y), α > 0, be the admissible approach region. Then • When d(y, z) = ε and z ∈ Q α (y) the following inequality holds
(µ u (B(y, 2 k ε)))
